The measurement of Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potentials (VEMPs) exploits the 3 sensitivity of the vestibular system to sound stimulation. Neurophysiological studies in 4 animals have revealed that air-conducted sound stimuli activate both the saccule and utricle 5 of the otilith system (Murofushi et al., 1995; Curthoys et al., 2012) . This activation can cause 6 measurable changes in muscle activity, but the precise origin of the myogenic response is 2005). Data from animal models suggest that the input to the SCM is predominantly from the 23 saccular macula with air-conducted acoustic click stimulation (Curthoys, 2010) . cVEMPs 24 therefore provide a clinical measure of an aspect of the vestibular system often neglected by the spinal cord via the vestibulospinal tract. Descending pathways synapse on motor neurons 23 that innervate the muscles involved in supporting posture and balance. Other connections are 24 involved in multisensory integration of posture and balance relevant information (Driver & Noesselt, 2008) and may modify the otolith signal (Welgampola & Colebatch, 2001 ) that 1 modulates the surface EMG to form the averaged VEMP response. Participants were asked to look straight ahead, to stand at an arm's length away from the wall 23 of the test room with their legs together and to lean against the wall using the arm 24 contralateral to the acoustic stimulus, bent at the elbow at an angle of approximately 160º (see Figure 1 ). Participants were asked to keep their head straight during recordings.
1
Participant position, arm angle and on-going un-rectified EMG were monitored throughout 2 the recording to ensure the triceps were activated consistently. were obtained from 27 ears and were included in the repeatability analysis. The picture is 23 somewhat different for tVEMPs. In addition to the tVEMP absences noted above, the 24 following pattern was observed in the 27 ears that exhibited cVEMPs and were included in the study; two participants had no repeatable tVEMPs in either ear and a further three Since the mean difference between replications did not differ systematically (see Table 1 ), we 9 used each standard deviation to calculate the repeatability coefficient using the technique of substantial activation leading to a measurable tVEMP. The surface EMG, which we used to 13 check muscle activation, is present whether the triceps is slightly activated or fully activated.
14 Therefore, the closer control on muscle activation reported in Cherchi's study, may be the activity were observed in participants for whom no averaged tVEMP could be recorded 22 compared to those with a clearly recorded tVEMP. Thus, it may be concluded that both 23 checking the EMG and ensuring that a criterion force was exerted would be a better method 24 than monitoring force or EMG levels alone. The absence of an averaged tVEMP response suggests that either the support task did not 2 sufficiently engage the triceps in balance for these participants or that multiple sensory inputs 3 were sufficient to reduce the vestibular input to a level below the noise floor. One resolution 4 may be to adopt a different balance related task for these measurements, such as that used by activity, but indicates a need for studies to further refine and monitor the balance task to 11 ensure the triceps is activated using force feedback. The mean tVEMP parameter values and their SDs shown in Table 1 indicate that there is a recording techniques that maximize response rates and will explore the influence of visual 24 and somatosensory inputs that will characterize the response further. 
